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Abstract
The method of wrinkling of singularities, described in our earlier paper [5], is applied in the current paper
to prove a generalization of K. Igusa’s theorem about functions without higher singularities, as well as some
related results. ( 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
This paper was promised to Jean Cerf almost 10 years ago. We are happy to "nally ful"ll our
promise.
This is the second paper in our series devoted to applications of the wrinkling process. This
method, which was described in the "rst paper [5], allows us to construct families of mappings with
simple singularities. As an application of this method we prove in the present paper an h-principle
for functions without higher singularities (i.e. functions with only Morse and death}birth-type
singularities) or so-called generalized Morse functions. This result extends theorems of Igusa [7] and
Vassiliev [10].
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Let us say here a few words about the strategy of our proof. The singular locus of a generic family
of functions f
t
: MPR, t3Q, is given on an n-dimensional manifold M parametrized by a k-
dimensional manifold Q is a k-dimensional submanifold < of the product="M]Q. The higher
singularities of this family coincide with the singularities of the projection <PQ. The case of
a family of functions with only Morse and death}birth-type singularities corresponds to the case
when the projection<PQ has only folds. Thus our "rst goal is to deform< via a C0-small isotopy
in = in order to get rid of higher singularities of the projection <PQ. This is done in Section 1
using the results from [4]. Next, we need to ‘integratea this deformation to realize it by a local
deformation of the original family of functions f
t
in a neighborhood of the singularity<. The formal
data necessary for this step are provided by a section of the 3-jet bundle J3(M). Thus the
deformation of < should be done respecting these data which we incorporate in the notion of an
admissible splitting de"ned in Section 1.4. Finally, we extend the local deformation to the whole
= using the Wrinkling Theorem which is the main result our paper [5].
The paper has the following organization. In Section 1 we formulate and prove theorems about
the wrinkling of individual embeddings. In Section 2 we apply these results together with the main
result from [5] to prove theorems about ("bered) mappings with moderate singularities.
As applications we prove a theorem about the space of embeddings of closed k-dimensional
manifolds into Rk‘1 (see Section 2.7) and a h-principle for functions without higher singularities
(see Section 2.8), i.e. a generalized Igusa’s theorem.
1. Wrinkling of embeddings
1.1. Terminology and notation
Let = and Q be manifolds of dimension n#k and k, respectively, and p :=PQ be a submer-
sion. We denote by F the foliation formed by preimages p~1(q), q3Q, and by Vert, the vector
subbundle of the tangent bundle „= formed by tangent spaces to the foliation F.
Let <6= be a k-dimensional submanifold of =. We are going to deform it by an isotopy in
order to simplify the singularities of its projection to Q. The restriction of the bundle Vert to < will
be denoted by Vert(<). More generally, we denote by Vert(A) the restriction of Vert to any subset
AL=. The normal bundle to < in= will be denoted by l(<) (we "x a Riemannian metric on=).
Notice that both bundles Vert(<) and l(<) are n-dimensional. Let K be the projection
Vert(<)Pl(<) along „(<). Then K is a "berwise isomorphism over <CR(pD
V
) where R( f ) denotes
the set of singular points of the map f. We will call K the canonical homomorphism.
Given an isotopy h
t
:=P=, t3[0,1], with h
0
"Id we denote the moving submanifold h
t
(< ) by<
t
.
1.2. Wrinkling of open submanifolds
Theorem 1.1. Let ‚L< be a submanifold of codimension *1. Suppose that there exists an
isomorphism F : Vert(‚)Pl(<)D
L
. Then there exists a C0-small isotopy h
t
:=P=, t3[0,1], with
h
0
"Id and xxed outside of a neighborhood of ‚ such that p"h
1
D
V
is an immersion near ‚. Moreover,
h
t
D
L
can be covered by a family of isomorphisms F
t
: Vert(‚
t
)Pl(<
t
)D
L
such that F
0
"F and F
1
"KD
L1
where K : Vert(<
1
)Pl(<
1
) is the canonical homomorphism.
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This proposition is a corollary of Gromov’s theorem about directed embeddings (see [6],
Section 2.4.5). He proves it by the method of convex integration. However, we will give here an
independent proof as a corollary of our general results (see Section 1.8 below). Proposition 1.1 is
also true in the relative form, i.e. as an extension result.
1.3. Folded maps
If<6= is a closed submanifold then one cannot hope, in general, to deform< into<
1
such that pD
V1
is an immersion. Hence our goal should be to get a map with the simplest possible, i.e. fold singularities.
Let us recall that a point p3< is a called a fold point of a map f :<PQ between two
equidimensional manifolds, if the map f can be given by the formula
f (x
1
, x
2
,2,xn)"(x21, x2,2,xn)
in local coordinates centered at points p and f (p), respectively. A map f : MPQ is called folded if it
has only fold-type singularities. In a neighborhood ; of the fold R"R( f ), i.e. the singularity of f,
there exists an involution i:;P;, "xed on R, such that f"i"f.
If pD
V
:<PQ is a folded map, then the line bundle Ker"Ker d(pD
V
)LVert (<) on the fold
R"R(pD
V
)L< is tangent to< and transversal to R. If the fold RL< is coorientable, then a choice
of a coorientation of R in< is equivalent to a choice of a trivialization of the line bundle Ker. Let us
denote by l
%95
vector "eld de"ned on the fold R which is normal to „(<)DR#Vert (R) in „(=).
Notice that the normal bundle to „(<)DR#Vert (R) in „(=) is one-dimensional. We choose the
direction of l
%95
so that it is projected by dp to an outside normal to the fold.
1.4. Admissible splittings of the bundle Vert (<).
Let <6= and RL< be a cooriented codimension one submanifold of <. We do not assume
here that pD
V
is a folded map or that R is the singular locus of pD
V
. Let; be a tubular neighborhood
of R in < which is split into the product R][!1,1] according to the coorientation of R. We set
;
‘
"R](0,1] and ;
~
"R][!1,0).
Suppose we are given:
f a trivial (and trivialized) line bundle jLVert (R) and
f a splitting
Vert (<CR)"Vert
‘
=Vert
~
(dimensions of Vert
‘
and Vert
~
vary over di!erent components of <CR),
so that over the tubular neighborhood ;"R][!1,1] the bundle Vert splits into the Whitney
sum Vert"Ver
‘
=Ver
~
=jM , such that jM DR"j and
Vert
‘
"G
Ver
‘
=jM on ;
‘
,
Ver
‘
on ;
~
,
Vert
~
"G
Ver
~
on ;
‘
,
Ver
‘
=jM on ;
~
.
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We say in this case that the data L"(R, j, Vert
‘
, Vert
~
) de"ne an admissible splitting of the
bundle Vert(<). Notice that according to the de"nition of admissible splitting the dimension of
Vert
‘
increases when we go through the R in the direction de"ned by the coorientation.
An isotopy h
t
:=P=, h
0
"Id, can be canonically covered by a deformation of the splitting
over the moving submanifold<
t
"h
t
(<). Hence we can talk about the same splitting over isotopic
submanifolds provided that the isotopy is given.
Given two admissible splittings (R, j, Vert
‘
,Vert
~
) and (R@, j@,Vert@
‘
,Vert@
~
) over the same
manifold < we say that the second splitting is subordinate to the "rst one if
f R@MR;
f j@DR"jDR;
f for any component S of <CR@ whose closure SM in < intersects R we have Vert@
B
D
S
"Vert
B
D
S
;
f R@CR bounds in <CR a domain ; such that for each component ;@ of ; we have either
Vert@
‘
"Vert
‘
and the trivialization of the line bundle j@D
/U{
extends to ;@ as a non-vanishing
vector "eld in Vert
~
, or Vert@
~
"Vert
~
and the trivialization of the line bundle j@D
/U{
extends to
;@ as a non-vanishing vector "eld in Vert
‘
.
Notice that any splitting (R, j,Vert
‘
,Vert
~
) is concordant to its subordinate splitting (R@, j@,Vert@
‘
,
Vert@
~
), i.e there exists a splitting (RI , jI ,Vert
’C
‘
,Vert
’C
~
) of the bundle Vert]I over <]I, which
coincides with (R, j,Vert
‘
,Vert
~
) over <]0, and with (R@, j@,Vert@
‘
,Vert@
~
) over <]1.
Suppose now that pD
V
is a folded map and the fold R"R(d(pD
V
)L< is cooriented. We say that
the splitting (R, j,Vert
‘
,Vert
~
) respects the fold of < if j"Ker d(pD
V
) and the following orientation
condition is satis"ed: the trivialization of the line bundle j de"nes the original coorientation of
RL<.
1.5. Regularization of the canonical homomorphism
Suppose that pD
V
is a folded map. LetL"(R,Ker,Vert
‘
,Vert
~
) be an admissible splitting which
respects the fold. We want to associate with L an isomorphism
RK"RLK : Vert(<)Pl(<)
which will be called the regularization of the canonical homomorphism K according to the
admissible splitting L.
First we de"ne RK over <C;:
RK"G
K on Vert
‘
,
!K on Vert
~
.
Then we set over R]tL;"R][!1,1]
RK"G
K on Ver
‘
,
!K on Ver
~
.
Finally, we observe thatRK can be extended to jM in a homotopically unique way in order to get
a globally de"ned isomorphism VertPl.
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1.6. Wrinkling of closed submanifolds
Theorem 1.2. Let L be an admissible splitting. Suppose there exists an isomorphism
F : Vert(<)Pl(<).
Then there exists a splitting L@"(R@, j@,Vert@
‘
,Vert@
~
) which is subordinate to L, a C0-small iso-
topy h
t
:=P=, t3[0,1], with h
0
"Id, and a covering family of isomorphisms F
t
: Vert(<
t
)Pl(<
t
)
such that F
0
"F, pD
V1
is a folded map, the splitting L@ respects the fold of pD
V1
and the isomorphism
F
1
coincides with the regularization
RL{
K : Vert(<
1
)Pl(<
1
).
This theorem also holds in the relative setting:
Theorem 1.3. Let F and L be as in Theorem 1.2. Suppose that
f pD
V
is a folded map in a neighborhood X of a closed subset AL<;
f the splitting LDX already respects the fold and
f the isomorphism F coincides over X with the regularization RLK of the canonical homomorphism
KD
V%35(X)
.
Then the splittingL@ and the families h
t
and F
t
,L@
t
, t3[0,1], as in Theorem 1.2, can be chosen in such
a way that L@"L near A and the deformations h
t
and F
t
are xxed on A.
Corollary 1.4. Suppose there exist an isomorphism
F : Vert(<)Pl(<).
Then there exist a C0-small isotopy h
t
:=P=, t3[0,1], with h
0
"Id, such that pD
V1
is a folded map.
Proof. Take L"(0, 0, Vert (<), M0N) and apply Theorem 1.2. h
Remark 1.5. The existence of a stable isomorphism F : Vert (<)=hPl(<)=h, where h is a trivial
line bundle over < is the necessary and su$cient condition for the existence of an isotopy
h
t
:=P= such that pD
V1
is a folded map. The necessity is straightforward while the su$ciency can
be deduced from Theorem 1.2. However, we do not need this result for what follows.
1.7. The codimension one case
As the "rst step for proving Theorems 1.1}1.3 we consider here the case of submanifolds of
codimension 1.
Let= and Q be manifolds of dimension (k#1) and k, respectively, p :=PQ a submersion and
<,<L=, a cooriented submanifold of codimension 1.
We assume that the one-dimensional bundle Vert(<) is trivialized by a vector "eld vert and that
the non-vanishing normal vector "eld norm on < is chosen according to the coorientation of <.
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A point x3< is called positive if it is non-singular for the projection pD
V
and if the coorientations
de"ned at that point by the vectors vert and norm coincide.
Let R
‘
and R
~
be two disjoint, codimension one submanifolds of <. Suppose that the mani-
fold R"R
‘
XR
~
divides < into two parts <
‘
and <
~
so that <"<
‘
X<
~
and <
‘
W<
~
"R.
Let ;,;"R][!e,e], be a tubular neighborhood of R in <. Choose a vector "eld l on R,
normal to R in <, and pointed inside <
‘
on R
‘
and inside <
~
on R
~
. We then de"ne a vector
"eld
norm(R
‘
, R
~
)"G
norm on <
‘
C;,
!norm on <
~
C;.
Along each "ber p][!e, e]LR][!e, e]"; the "eld norm(R
‘
, R
~
) rotates counterclock-
wise from norm(p) to !norm(p) in the plane generated by (norm(p),l(p)) according to the
orientation de"ned by this basis.
Example 1.6. Suppose that pD
V
is a folded map and R"R(pD
V
) is the fold. Let l
%95
be the vector "eld
along R, normal to < in =, which was de"ned in Section 1.3 above. Let us divide R into two
disjoint parts R
‘
and R
~
as follows. We say that a point p3R belongs to R
‘
if vectors norm(p) and
l
%95
(p) have the same directions, and to R
~
otherwise. R divides < into two parts <
‘
and <
~
, so
that <"<
‘
X<
~
and <
‘
W<
~
"R. Notice that on <
‘
the "elds norm and vert de"ne the same
coorientation of<while on<
~
the coorientations are opposite. One can check that the vector xelds
norm(R
‘
, R
~
) and vert are homotopic as sections of „(=).
The following Theorem 1.7 rephrases Theorem 4.4 from [4]. Let us note that Arnold provided in
[1] a proof of a lemma (see Lemma 3.2.B in [4]) about normal forms of certain singularities, which
was formulated in [4] without a proof.
Theorem 1.7. Suppose that the manifolds R
‘
and R
~
are non-empty and that the vector xelds
norm(R
‘
, R
~
) and vert are homotopic. Then there exists a C0-small isotopy h
t
:=P= and an isotopy
g
t
:<P<, t3[0,1], such that pD
V1/h1(V)
is a folded map with R(pD
V1
)"RI
‘
XRI
~
where
RI
B
"h
1
(g
1
(R
B
)). Moreover, RI
‘
consists of points where directions of the vector xelds norm and
l
%95
coincide and RI
~
consists of points where the directions are opposite. If the map pD
V
is an immersion
in a neighborhood of a closed subset AL<C(R
‘
XR
~
), R
‘
and R
~
have non-empty intersections with
each component of <CA, and the vector xelds norm(R
‘
,R
~
) and vert are homotopic rel A, then the
isotopy h
t
can be chosen xxed near A.
Notice that Example 1.6 shows that the conditions of Theorem 1.7 (except the non-emptiness of
R
‘
and R
~
) are necessary for the existence of a deformation of< such that pD
V1
is a folded map with
the prescribed fold and the prescribed signs of the components of the fold.
As a corollary of Theorem 1.7 we get:
Corollary 1.8. Let DL= be an embedded k-disc, positive near LD. Then there exists a C0-small
isotopy h
t
: DPD, t3[0,1], xxed near LD and such that pD
D1
is a folded map.
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Indeed, according to Theorem 1.7 we just need to arrange that the "eld norm(R
‘
, R
~
) is
homotopic (rel. LD) to the "eld vert. It is su$cient to observe that one can arbitrarily change the
homotopy class of the "eld norm(R
‘
,R
~
) by choosing R
‘
and R
~
consisting of certain numbers of
disjoint (k!1)-spheres which bound k-discs in <. In the case when norm and vert are homotopic,
no preliminary adjustment is necessary.
Another corollary of Theorem 1.7 is the following proposition:
Corollary 1.9. Suppose that l(k and h : Dl]Dk~lP= is an embedding, positive near h(LDl]0).
Then there exists a C0-small isotopy h
t
: Dl]Dk~lP=, t3[0,1], h
0
"h, which is xxed near LDl]0
and such that h
1
(Dl]Dk~l) is positive near h
1
(Dl]0).
Proof. All sections of „(=) over h(Dl]Dk~l) are homotopic relative to h(LDl]0). Take a small
triangulation of Dl]Dk~l. Let us enumerate all simplices of the triangulation in order of increasing
dimension. Inductively applying Theorem 1.7 to each simplex of the triangulation we "rst deform
the embedding h to make the projection p"h a folded map on a neighborhood of the simplex with
the fold on a sphere inside this neighborhood. By an additional isotopy inside this neighborhood
we then push the simplex itself away from the fold. This isotopy is C0-small because it is supported
inside a small set. As the result of this process we construct an isotopy h@
t
:Dl]Dk~lP= such that
p"h@
1
is a folded map with all components of the fold localized in disjoint small balls. Again by an
additional C0-small isotopy inside h@
1
(Dl]Dk~l) we can push a neighborhood of h@(Dl]0) away
from these balls. h
Remark. Corollary 1.9 follows also from Theorem 2.4.5.C’ in [6].
1.8. Proof of Theorem 1.1
A subset A of = is called small if there exists a neighborhood ; of A in = such that the
projection pD
U
splits as pD
U
"u"n
k‘1
"2"n
n‘k
"t, where t :;PRn‘k and u :RkPQ are immer-
sions and n
s
is the projection RsPRs~1, s"k#1,2,n#k.
Consider a triangulation of the manifold < by small simplices. We are going to construct the
required isotopy extending it inductively from simplex to simplex. So it is su$cient to consider the
situation when the manifold < is small and equal to Dl]Dk~l, l(k, ‚"Dl]0, the projection pD
V
is an immersion near L‚ and the isomorphism F already coincides with the canonical homomor-
phism K near L‚. Let ; be the neighborhood of < in = and pD
U
"u"n
k‘1
"2"n
n‘k
"t be the
splitting implied by the de"nition of a small set. Set p
s
"n
n‘k~s‘1
"2"n
n‘k
"t:;PRn‘k~s,
s"1,2, n. Then there exists a trivialization H"(h1,2,hn) of the bundle Vert (<) such that the
sections h
1
,2hi generate the kernel of dpi over < for i"1,2,n. Set ai"F(hi), i"1,2,n. There
exists a neighborhood of < in =, still denoted by ;, which admits a decomposition
with the following property. Set
i"0,2, n,
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so that we have <0"<, <n";. Then the vector "eld a
i
is normal to <n~i in <n~i‘1,
i"1,2,n.
We can consider ‚ as a submanifold of each of <i, i"1,2,n. Now apply Corollary 1.9 to the
submanifold <n~1 to deform it (via an isotopy "xed near L‚) into a submanifold, still denoted by
<n~1, such that the projection p
1
D
V
n~1 :<n~1PRn‘k~1 is an immersion near ‚. We then continue
the process by deforming the submanifold <n~2 inside <n~1 to arrange that the projection
p
2
D
V
n~2:<n~2PRn‘k~2 is an immersion near ‚, etc. The composition of these successive isotopies
gives us the deformation with the required properties. h
1.9. Proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3
We prove here only Theorem 1.2. The proof of Theorem 1.3 is similar.
Let us begin the construction of the required isotopy near the manifold R which is supposed to
become (a part of ) the future fold. Roughly speaking, we are going to do the following. First, we
apply Theorem 1.1 to deform < in a neighborhood of the future fold R in such a way that the
restriction of the projection p to this neighborhood is an immersion, and next we ‘benda ; along
R to create the desired fold. Here is a more precise description.
Let us recall that near RL< we have
Vert"jM =Ver
‘
=Ver
~
.
Denote by FI an isomorphism VertD
U
Pl(<)D
U
which equals F on jM =Ver
‘
and equals !F on
Ver
~
. According to Theorem 1.1 there exist an isotopy g
t
:=P= and a family of isomorphisms
W
t
: Vert(<
t
)Pl(<
t
), t3[0,1], such that W
0
D
U
"FI , g
0
"Id, pD
U1/g1(U)
is an immersion, and W
1
co-
incides with the canonical homomorphism K over ;
1
. Let q3jM be a section which gives the
prescribed trivialization of the line bundle jM . Set q
1
"W
1
(q). Thus q
1
is normal to „(;
1
)DR
1
. Let g
1
be
a vector "eld normal to R
1
in ;
1
which de"nes the given coorientation of R
1
. Now we deform the
inclusion <
1
6= near R
1
in the following way. Keeping R
1
"xed we rotate ;
1
around R
1
so that
the normal vector q
1
rotates counterclockwise in the plane (q
1
,g
1
) to the vector !g
1
, thus moving
g
1
to the position of q
1
. This rotation can be extended to an isotopy of the whole <
1
. By a small
additional C1-perturbation we create a fold along R
1
in such a way that the vector "eld l
%95
for this
fold coincides with the new position q8
1
of the vector "eld q. This additional perturbation can be
canonically covered by a deformation of the isomorphism W
1
. We will continue to use the notation
W
1
for the perturbed isomorphism. The deformation of the isomorphism FI de"nes a deformation of
the original isomorphism FD
U
. Indeed, we can de"ne F
t
equal to W
t
on Vert
‘
=jM t and equal to !W
t
on Vert
‘
. The family of isomorphisms F
t
D
Ut
extends to the family of globally de"ned isomorphisms
F
t
: Vert (<
t
)Pl(<
t
). It remains to observe that the isomorphism F
1
: Vert (<
1
)Pl(<
1
) coincides
over ;
1
with the regularization RLK constructed in accordance with the splitting
L"(R, j,Vert
‘
,Vert
~
). This completes the part of the construction which makes R (a part of ) the
fold of the projection pD
V1
.
Now we need to take care of the remaining part of the manifold. To simplify the notation we
assume that the manifold < itself already has properties which we achieved as the result of the "rst
adjustment. Thus we assume that pD
U
is a folded map with the fold R and that the isomorphism
F coincides with RLK on ;.
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We proceed now similarly to the proof of Theorem 1.1 in Section 1.8. Let P be a component of
<C;. Consider a triangulation of P by small (in the sense of Section 1.8) simplices. Let FK be an
isomorphism
Vert (P)"Vert
‘
=Vert
~
Pl(P)
which equals F on Vert
‘
and equals !F on Vert
~
. Notice that over LP the isomorphism
FK coincides with the canonical homomorphism K. Successively applying Theorem 1.1 to simplices
of the (k!1)-skeleton Pk~1 of P we can achieve that the projection pD
P
is non-singular near Pk~1,
and that FK coincides with K over there. Let D, DLP be a k-simplex. Thus near LD the projection
pD
D
is an immersion and we have the equality FK "K which is equivalent to the equality F"RLK.
Now we continue similarly to Section 1.8. It can be arranged that the trivialization H of the bundle
Vert(D) which is implied by the de"nition of the small set (see Section 1.8) is chosen in such a way
that h
1
,2,hl are sections of Vert‘ and hl‘1,2,hn belong to Vert~, 0)l)n. Set ai"FK (hi),
i"1,2,n. Suppose that the neighborhood ;M<"D and the splitting
and
i"0,2, n,
are as in Section 1.8. Now we sequentially apply Corollary 1.9 to each of the submanifolds <i,
i"n!1,2,1 to deform <i inside <i‘1 via a "xed near LD isotopy into a submanifold, still
denoted by <i, such that the projection p
n~i
D
V
i :<iPRk‘i is a positive immersion near D. We
cannot apply Corollary 1.9 at the last step to deform <0"D inside <1. Instead, here we apply
Corollary 1.8 to arrange that p
n
D
d
:DPRk is a folded map. Let us observe that the kernel Ker of the
di!erential of the last projection n
k‘1
is generated by the section h
n
3Vert which is contained in
Vert
~
, unless dim(Vert
~
D
D
)"0. Therefore, we can de"ne a subordinate splitting L@ with
R@WD"R(p
n
) and j@DR{WD"Ker, such that L@ respect the fold of the map p"u"pn. It remains to
observe that the isomorphism F had been deformed to RLK by the constructed isotopy. h
2. Mappings with moderate singularities and K. Igusa’s theorem
2.1. Isomorphism dU
We will continue using in this section the notation and terminology from Section 1. Thus by
p:=PQ we denote a submersion of a (n#k)-dimensional manifold = to a k-dimensional
manifold Q; the vector bundle Vert over= is formed by tangent spaces to the leaves of the foliation
F by preimages p~1(q), q3Q. The dual bundle to Vert will be denoted by VertH. A choice of
a Riemannian metric allows us to identify Vert and VertH. Given a subset A6= we denote by
Vert(A) and VertH(A) the restrictions of Vert and VertH to A and by l(A) the normal bundle to A in
= if A is a submanifold.
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Let U :=PVertH be a section, transversal to the 0-section=LVertH. Then the set of its zeroes
<"<(U)"U(=)W= is a k-dimensional submanifold. The tangent planes to U(=) along < give
an isomorphism VertH(<)Pl(<). We will view it, via the identi"cation VertH(<)+Vert(<), as an
isomorphism Vert (<)Pl(<) which will be denoted by dU.
2.2. Mappings with moderate singularities
Let
be a "bered map. We say that f has moderate singularities if all its singular points are of fold or cusp
type (see [5]). Here we view f as usual (non-"bered) map. If f has moderate singularities than its
restrictions to the leaves of the foliationF (and projected to R) are functions with critical points of
only Morse and ‘birth}deatha (embryo) type (singularities A
1
and A
2
in Arnold’s classi"cation).
It is not true that a "bered map f which has "berwise only A
1
and A
2
singularities has moderate
singularities in our sense. However, this is true generically.
First, we observe:
Proposition 2.1. Let f :=PQ]R be a xbered map with moderate singularities. Let <"R1( f ) be the
set of its singular points. Then < is a k-dimensional submanifold of= and pD
V
:<PQ is a folded map.
The fold R"R(pD
V
) coincides with the cusp R1,1( f ) of the map f.
At each point q3< the tangent plane to the section df (=) intersects Vert=VertH(q)L„(VertH)
along a Lagrangian plane, which is a graph of the ("berwise) quadratic di!erential
d2
Q
f : VertPVertH of f. Via an identi"cation VertH(<)+Vert(<) we may view d2
Q
f as a self-adjoint
operator Vert(<)PVert(<). In particular, we get a decomposition
Vert(<CR)"Vert
‘
=Vert
~
into its positive and negative eigenspaces. Similarly, the "berwise cubic di!erential of f is de"ned
and does not vanish on the line bundle Ker"Ker(d2
Q
f ) over R. Therefore, it allows us to de"ne
a trivialization of Ker given by the section l
*/5
of Ker such that d3
Q
f (l
*/5
)"1.
Our second observation is:
Proposition 2.2. The quadruple L
f
"(R,Vert
‘
,Vert
~
,Ker) dexnes an admissible splitting which
respects the fold of pD
V
. The regularization RLK:Vert(<)Pl(<), constructed in accordance with the
splitting L, is homotopic to d
$Qf
.
Indeed, it follows from the de"nitions of the homomorphisms K, d2
Q
f and d that
K"d
$Qf
"d2
Q
f or d~1
$Qf
"K"d2
Q
f.
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Taking into account the de"nition of the regularization RLK we see that the composition
d~1
$Qf
"RLK is a positive-dexnite self-adjoint operator. Hence the existence of a homotopy between
RLK and d$Qf follows from the contractibility of the space of positive-de"nite self-adjoint oper-
ators.
2.3. Construction of mappings with moderate singularities
2.3.1. Fibered wrinkled mappings
We recall here, for the convenience of the reader, the de"nition of a wrinkled map and the
Wrinkling theorem (Theorem 1.6 from [5]). See [5] for more details.
Consider the map w(n, q, s) : Rq~1]Rn~q]R1PRq~1]R1 given by the formula
(y, z, x)C Ay, z3#3(DyD2!1)z!
s
+
1
x2
i
#n~q+
s‘1
x2
j B, (1)
where y3Rq~1, z3R,x3Rn~q and DyD2"+q~1
1
y2
i
.
The singularity R1(w(n,q, s)) is the (q!1)-dimensional sphere
Sq~1"Sq~1]LRq]Rn~q
whose equator Mx"0, z"0, DyD"1NLR1(w) consists of cusp points of index s#1
2
. The upper
hemisphere R1(w)WMz’0N consists of folds of index s while the lower one R1(w)WMz(0N consists
of folds of index s#1.
A map f :;PN de"ned on an open subset ;LM is called a wrinkle of index s#1
2
if
it is equivalent to the restriction of w(n,q, s) to an open neighborhood =n of the disk
D"Dq]0LRq]Rn~q. We use the term ‘wrinklea also for the singularity R( f ) of a
wrinkle f.
Notice that for q"1 the wrinkle is a function with two non-degenerate critical points of
indices s and s#1 given in a neighborhood of a gradient trajectory which connects the two critical
points.
Although the di!erential dw(n, q, s) :„(Rn)P„(Rq) degenerates at points of R(w), it can be
canonically regularized. Namely, we can substitute the element 3(z2#DyD2!1) in the Jacobi matrix
of w(n, q, s) by a function c which coincides with 3(z2#DyD2!1) outside an arbitrary small
neighborhood < of the disc D and does not vanish along <WMx"0N. The new bundle map
R(dw):„(Rn)P„(Rq) provides a homotopically canonical extension of the map dw :„(RnC=n)P
„(Rq) to an epimorphism ("berwise surjective bundle map) „(Rn)P„(Rq). We call R(dw) the
regularized diwerential of the map w(n, q, s).
A map f :MPN is called wrinkled if there exist disjoint open subsets ;
1
,2,;lLM such that
f D
MCU
,;"6l
1
;
i
, is a submersion (i.e. has rank equal q) and for each i"1,2,l the restriction f DUi
is a wrinkle.
The singular locus R( f ) of a wrinkled map f is a union of (q!1)-dimensional wrinkles
S
i
"R1( f D
Ui
)L;
i
. Each S
i
has a (q!2)-dimensional equator „
i
LS
i
of cusps which divides S
i
into
2 hemispheres of folds of 2 neighboring indices. The di!erential df :„(M)P„(N) can be regularized
to obtain an epimorphism R(df ) :„(M)P„(N). To get R(df ) we regularize df D
Ui
for each
wrinkle f D
Ui
.
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For any integer k, 0)k)q!1, the map w(n, q, s) can be considered as a "bered map over Rk.
Namely, we have a commutative diagram
where pr is the projection to the "rst factor. We refer to this "bered map as w
k
(n, q, s). A "bered map
equivalent to the restriction of w
k
(n, q, s) to an open neighborhood =nMD is called a xbered
wrinkle.
The regularized di!erential R(dw
k
(n, q, s)) is a "bered (over Rk) epimorphism
Rk]„(Rq~1~k]Rn~q]R1)
R($wk(n,q,s))P Rk]„(Rq~1~k]R1).
A "bered (over B) map f :MPN is called a xbered wrinkled map if there exist disjoint open sets
;
1
,;
2
,2,;lLM such that f DMCU,;"6l1;i is a "bered submersion and for each i"1,2,l the
restriction f D
Ui
is a "bered wrinkle.
Similarly to the non-parametric case one can de"ne regularized di!erential of a "bered over
B wrinkled map f : MPQ which is a "bered epimorphism R(d
B
f ) :„
B
MP„
B
Q.
Wrinkling theorem (Theorem 1.6 from [5]). Let f :MPN be a xbered over B map covered by
a xbered epimorphism F:„
B
(M)P„
B
(N). Suppose that F coincides with df near a closed subset
KLM (in particular, f is a xbered submersion near K), then there exists a xbered wrinkled map
g : MPN which extends f from a neighborhood of K, and such that the xbered epimorphisms R(dg)
and F are homotopic rel. „
B
(M)D
K
.
We will apply the Wrinkling theorem to "bered (over Q) maps of a (n#k)-dimensional manifold
= to Q]R. Thus we will only need a partial case of the theorem, which corresponds to families of
functions, i.e. the case q"k#1.
2.3.2. Main theorems
Theorem 2.3. Let U :=PVertH be a section transversal to the 0-section and <"<(U) be its set of
zeroes. Let L"(R,j,Vert
‘
, Vert
~
) be an admissible splitting and g :=PQ]R a xbered map. Then
there exists a C0-small isotopy h
t
:=P= and a xbered map f :=PQ]R with moderate singularities
such that:
f f is a xbered wrinkled map outside a neighborhood XM<;
f R1( f DX)"<1 ("h1(<));
f L
f@X
is subordinate to L;
f f is C0-close to g.
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Let W :=PVertH be the section which is equal to d
Q
f on X and to the regularized diwerentialR(d
Q
f )
on=CX. Then W is homotopic to U"h
1
in the class of sections transversal to the 0-section and vanishing
exactly on <
1
.
Theorem 2.3 also holds in the relative form:
Theorem 2.4. Suppose, in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 2.3, that U coincides with d
Q
g and
L coincides with L
g
near a closed subset AL=. Then the map f can be chosen equal to g on A, and
the homotopy between W and U " h
1
and the isotopy h
t
, t3[0,1], can be chosen xxed on A.
The following corollary of Theorem 2.4 is especially useful.
Theorem 2.5. Let g :=PQ]R be a xbered map which is non-singular near AL=. Then there
exists a xbered map f :=PQ]R with moderate singularities which coincides with g on A and which
is C0-close to g.
Proof. Set U"d
Q
g. The transversality theorem guarantees that for a generic g the map
U :=PVertH is transverse to the 0-section. Now take the trivial splitting L"(0, 0, Vert(<),M0N)
on <"<(U) and apply Theorem 2.4. h
Remark 2.6. The map f constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.5 has some additional important
properties. For instance, all its singularities, other than wrinkles, have indices 0,1, or 1
2
.
The results formulated in this section are proven in Sections 2.4}2.8 below.
2.4. Deformation of the fold. Beginning of the proof of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4
We will construct the required map f in three steps. First, we use Theorem 1.2 to deform the
submanifold < by a C0-small isotopy to arrange that pD
V1
is a folded map. Second, we de"ne f in
a neighborhood of <
1
and "nally apply Wrinkling theorem to extend f to the whole manifold =.
Thus we begin with the following Lemma 2.7 which is a direct corollary of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.
Lemma 2.7. There exist an admissible splitting L@"(R@, j@, Vert@
‘
, Vert@
~
) subordinate to L, a C0-
small isotopy h
t
:=P=, t3[0,1], and a covering family of isomorphisms K
t
: Vert(<)Pl(<) such
that:
f pD
V1
is a folded map and the splitting L@ respects the fold of pD
V1
;
f h
0
" Id, K
0
"dU, K1"RL{K whereRL{K is the regularization constructed in accordance with the
splitting L@.
Additionally under the assumptions of Theorem 2.4 one can make h
t
and K
t
, t3[0,1], to be xxed
near A.
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2.5. Local integration. Continuation of the proof
To simplify the notation we assume here that the manifold < and the splitting L (and not
<
1
and L@) already satisfy the conclusions of Lemma 2.7.
Lemma 2.8. There exists a neighborhood X of < in = and a xbered map f : XPQ]R such that:
f f is C0-close to g;
f f has moderate singularities, R1( f )"< and R1,1( f )"R(pD
V
)"R;
f the isomorphism d
$Qf
is homotopic to dU.
Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.4 one can additionally have f"g near A and the homotopy
between d
dQf
and dU to be xxed over A.
Proof. Let us recall that
Vert(R)"Ver
‘
=Ver
~
=jM
over a neighborhood of R in =. Let l
*/5
3j"Ker(d(pD
V
)) be the vector "eld which de"nes the
trivialization of jM prescribed by the splitting L. Set Ie"[!e,e] and take an embedding
c :R]IeP= such that
f cDRC0 is the identity map R]0PR;
f dcA
L
LtK
t/0
B"l%95;
f p " c:R]IePQ is an immersion.
Let Ne be the e-ball-subbundle of the bundle Ver‘=Ver~ over R. Set Pe"Ne]Ie]Ie and
denote by t,u coordinates in Pe which are given by the projections of Pe to the two last factors.
There exists an e’0, a neighborhood X
0
MR in = and a di!eomorphism k : PePX0 such that:
f kDRCIeC0"c;
f dk(L/Lu)"l
*/5
;
f the manifold k~1(<)LPe is given by the equation t"!u2;
f the diagram
is commutative, i.e. the map k : PeP= is "bered over Q.
Here the projection n is de"ned by the formula (p, f
‘
, f
~
, t, u)Cp(c(p, t)) for p3R, f
‘
3Ver
‘
,
f
~
3Ver
~
and t, u3Ie.
De"ne a function a:PePR by the formula
a(p, f
‘
, f
~
, u, t)"u3#3tu#DDf
‘
DD2!DDf
~
DD2
for p3R, f
‘
3Ver
‘
, f
~
3Ver
~
and t, u3Ie.
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Set a("a"k~1 :X
0
PR. Let g8 :=PR be the composition of the "bered map g:=PQ]R with
the projection to the second factor. De"ne the function g8 8 :PePR as g88 (p,f‘,f~,u,t)"g8 (k(p,u)). Set
g("g88 "k~1:X
0
PR. Now we de"ne the "bered map f as f"p](g(#a( ). By its construction f is a map
with moderate singularities, R1( f )"<WX
0
and the splitting L
f
coincides with the restriction of
the splittingL to<WX
0
. It remains to extend f to a neighborhood X of the whole manifold<. First
extend f to <XX
0
to be C0-close to g. For a slightly smaller neighborhood XI
0
LX
0
set <I "<CXI
0
and consider a "bered di!eomorphism k8 of an e-neighborhood Me of the 0-section<I in the bundle
Vert(<I ) onto a tubular neighborhood X@ of <I in =.
Thus the di!eomorphism k8 sends the 0-section in Me identically onto <I and the diagram
is commutative, where n : MeP<I is the orthogonal projection of the tubular neighborhood to the
submanifold.
Let the function fI :X
0
X<PR be the composition of the map X
0
X<Pf Q]R with the projection
Q]RPR. Set fII"fI "k8 . On each "ber of the "bration n :MeP<I over a point close to L<I the
function fII has a non-degenerate critical point at 0, the positive and negative eigenspaces of its
quadratic di!erential coincide with the "bers of Vert
‘
and Vert
~
. Thus perturbing, if necessary,
fI I we can think that fII (p, f
‘
, f
~
)"DDf
‘
DD2!DDf
~
DD2#fII (p, 0, 0) near L<I . Here p3R, f
‘
3Vert
‘
,
f
~
3Vert
~
. Therefore this formula gives an extension of fI to the whole Me, so that the desired
extension of f to a neighborhood X
1
L<I is given by the formula
f"p]( fII "k8 ~1).
Let us check that the homomorphism d
$Qf
is homotopic to dU. Indeed, according to Proposition
2.2. d
$Qf
is homotopic to the regularizationRLK associated with the splittingL, but by Lemma 2.7
RLK is homotopic to dU. Hence ddQf is homotopic to dU. It is clear that the map g could be left
unchanged where it already had the required properties.
2.6. End of the proof of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4
We have already completed two "rst steps in the program of construction of the map f which was
described in the beginning of Section 2.4.
Thus we already have a "bered map f with moderate singularities, de"ned in a neigh-
borhood X of the manifold <. We have R1( f )"<
1
and R1,1( f )"R(pD
V1
). Besides, the isomor-
phism d
$Qf
is homotopic to dU. The last condition guarantees that the homomorphism dQ f
viewed as a section XPVertH extends to a section UI :=PVertH, non-vanishing outside <
and which is homotopic to U in the class of sections having < as their transversal locus of zeroes.
Hence we are in a position to apply the Wrinkling theorem to extend f as a "bered wrinkled
map f :=PQ]R whose regularized di!erential R(d
Q
f ) is homotopic to UI via a homotopy "xed
near <
1
.
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2.7. Wrinkling of embeddings. Parametric version in the codimension 1
Theorem 1.2 (of this paper) shows that one can get rid of higher singularities of the projection of
a k-dimensional submanifold <L= onto a k-dimensional manifold Q. One would like to prove
a similar result in the general case dim<*dim Q and, what is even more important, for a family of
submanifolds in =. Such a parametric version of Theorem 1.2 for the case codim<"1 and
Q"R1 (see Theorem 2.9 below) will be deduced in this section from Theorem 2.5.
Let P be an (n#1)-dimensional manifold split into the product P"M]R.
Let n
1
and n
2
be projections of P onto the "rst and the second factor. A di!eomorphism g :PPP
is called vertical if it is a "bered map
Let Q and < be a k-dimensional and an n-dimensional manifolds, respectively, and M f
x
N
x|Q
be
a family of embeddings f
x
:<PP.
Theorem 2.9. There exists a family of C0-small vertical diweomorphisms g
x
: PPP, x3Q such that
functions n
2
"g
x
"f
x
:<PR do not have higher singularities.
Proof. Consider three "bered maps:
f f :Q]<PQ]P given by f(x,y)"(x, f
x
(y));
f f
1
: Q]<PQ]M given by f
1
(x, y)"(x, n
1
" f
x
(y)) and
f f
2
: Q]<PQ]R given by f
2
(x, y)"(x, n
2
" f
x
(y)) corresponding to the family M f
x
N
x|Q
.
Our goal is to simplify the singularities of f
2
. However, we "rst take f
1
and denote by n,
nLQ]<, its singular locus R( f
1
). Notice that if X is a su$ciently small neighborhood of
n in Q]< then the map f
2
DX : XPQ]R is non-singular. Therefore, we need to deform the
map f
2
only outside of n. Set ="(Q]<)CX@ , where X@LX is a slightly smaller neighborhood
of n.
Thus we have a "bered over Q map f
2
:=PQ]R which is non-singular near L=. According to
Theorem 2.4 there exists a "bered map fI
2
:=PQ]R with moderate singularities which is C0-close
to f
2
and coincides with f
2
near L=. Let us de"ne a map fI :=PQ]P"Q]M]R as the direct
sum of f
1
and fI
2
over Q. In other words,
fI (z)"( f
1
(z), n
2
" fI
2
(z)), z3=.
If fI
2
is su$ciently C0-close to f
2
then fI is a "bered embedding which together with f Dn de"nes
a "bered embedding fK : Q]<PQ]P. For (x,y)3Q]< we have fK (x, y)"(x,n
1
" f
x
(y),
n
2
" fI
x
(y)) where the functions n
2
"fI
x
, x3Q, do not have higher singularities. It is clear
from the structure of the map that it can be written in the form G"f where G is a "bered
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di!eomorphism
h
The important special case of the theorem is when P"Rn‘1 and we want to simplify critical
points of the restriction of one of coordinate functions to a family of codimension one submanifolds
of Rn‘1. Let us denote by Emb(M,Rn‘1) the space of embeddings of a n-dimensional manifold M to
Rn‘1, and by EmbH(M,Rn‘1) the subspace of Emb(M,Rn‘1) which consists of embeddings
f : MPRn‘1 whose "rst coordinate function f
1
:MPR has moderate singularities (i.e. f
1
is a ‘gen-
eralized Morse functiona in Igusa’s terminology).
Corollary 2.10. The homomorphism
n
k
(EmbH(M,Rn‘1))6nk(Emb(M,Rn‘1)),
induced by the inclusion is surjective for all k*0.
Remark 2.11. Notice that the inclusion map
EmbH(M,Rn‘1)6Emb(M,Rn‘1)
is not a weak homotopy equivalence.
2.8. Generalized K. Igusa’s theorem
We discuss in this section the relation of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 with the theorem of K. Igusa
from [7].
Let M be a compact n-dimensional manifold, possibly with boundary and g:MPR a function
without critical points near LM. LetH"H(M, g) be the space of generalized Morse functions on
M, i.e. functions with only Morse and embryo-type singularities, which coincide with g near LM.
The condition of not having higher singularities de"nes a di!erential relation RH in the space
J3(M,R) of 3-jets of functions on M. ThisRH is formed by 3-jets of functions fromH. In particular,
any section of RH equals over LM to the 3-jet of the function g. Let CH be the space of sections
MPRH. A section c : MPRH can be thought of as a quadruple (c0,c1,c2,c3) where c0 : MPR is
a function, c
1
:„(M)PR is a 1-form vanishing on a subset A
1
LM, c
2
is a quadratic function
„(M)D
A1
PR which has rank *n!1 and c
3
is a non-vanishing cubic function jPR. Here j is the
line bundle of kernels of the quadratic form c
2
over the set A
2
LA
1
where c
2
degenerates. It is
required, in addition, that c
0
D
/M
"g and c
1
D
T(M)@/M
"dg.
Let us denote by J3 the natural inclusion H6CH which associates with a function its 3-jet.
Theorem 2.12. The map J3:HPCH is a (weak) homotopy equivalence. In other words, the diwerential
relation RH satisxes an h-principle.
Remark. (1) It was proven earlier by Igusa (see [7]) that the map J3 induces an isomorphism of
homotopy groups up to dimension k(dimM (and an epimorphism for k"dim M). His method is
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completely di!erent from ours but, in some sense, close to the method of surgeries of singularities
from [4].
(2) The isomorphism in the critical case k"1"dim M was established by Arnold in [2].
(3) Vassiliev (see [10]) proved that the map J3 is a homological equivalence.
(4) In fact, as will follow from our proof, the di!erential relation R
H
satis"es the C0-dense
h-principle (see [6]).
Proof of Theorem 2.12. Let us prove the surjectivity of J3H : nk(H)Pnk(CH), k*0. The proof of
injectivity is similar.
Let t : SkPCH be a spheroid representing a homotopy class from nk(CH). Set
Q"Sk,="Q]M and let p be the projection=PQ. Then the spheroid t can be identi"ed with
the following data:
f a "bered map t
0
:=PQ]R;
f a section t
1
:=PVertH vanishing on a closed subset <L=;
f a quadratic map t
2
:Vert(<)PR with the "berwise rank *n!1;
f a trivialization of the line bundle j, the kernel of the quadratic map t
2
.
For a generic t, the section t
1
is transversal to the 0-section =LVertH and, therefore, < is
a k-dimensional submanifold of =. Moreover, t
2
degenerates over a codimension 1 submanifold
RL<. Let us denote by Vert
‘
and Vert
~
the subbundles of Vert(<) formed by positive and
negative eigenspaces of the quadratic form t
2
:VertPR. Then it is clear that Lt"
(R, j,Vert
‘
,Vert
~
) is an admissible splitting (see Section 1.4). Thus we can apply Theorem 2.4 to
construct a C0-small isotopy h
t
:=P= "xed near LM]Sk and a "bered map f :=PQ]R with
moderate singularities such that:
(i) f is a "bered wrinkled map outside a neighborhood XM<
1
"h
1
(<);
(ii) R1(f DX)"<1;
(iii) L
f@X
is subordinate to L;
(iv) f is C0-close to t
0
and near LM]Sk coincides with t
0
;
(v) the section H:=PVertH, which is equal to d
Q
f on X and to the regularized di!erential of
f on=CX is homotopic to t
1
"h
1
in the space of sections transversal to the 0-section and vanishing
on <
1
.
To "nish the proof we need to show that the 3-jet J3( f ), viewed as a spheroid SkPCH(M, g), is
homotopic to t. The required homotopy can be constructed in three steps. First, we note that the
"bered map f may have wrinkles outside of a neighborhood of XM<
1
. In other words, there are
disjoint neighborhoods;
1
,2,;NL=CX, such that over each of these neighborhoods the map f is
equivalent to the map given by the formula (4) from Section 2.3. For each i"1,2,N consider
a homotopy over ;
i
of the 3-jet J3( f ) which deforms the "berwise di!erential d
Q
f into its
regularization R(d
Q
f ) while keeping "xed the second and third derivatives of f with respect to
chosen coordinates in;
i
. It is straightforward to check that this deformation is inside CH. The 1-jet
part of the constructed "bered section u equals the section H:=PVertH de"ned in (v) above. Next,
we use property (v) to construct a homotopy between H and t
1
"h
1
. This homotopy, together with
d2
Q
f on Vert, d3
Q
f on j@"Kerd2
Q
f, and any "bered deformation between f and t
0
de"ne a homotopy
between u and a new section u@ inside CH. Finally, we use the fact that the splittings L and its
subordinate splitting L
f@X
are concordant (see Section 1.4) to deform u@ into t"h
1
(which is, of
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course, homotopic to t). At the last step we will deal only with the 2- and 3-jet parts of the section
keeping the 1-jet part "xed. This completes the proof of surjectivity of the map J3H. h
2.9. Applications to pseudoisotopy theory
Let us formulate now some applications of Theorem 2.12 to the pseudoisotopy theory, according
to Cerf [3] and Igusa [7].
Let M be split as M"N]I and g : N]IPI be the projection. We denote by E"E(M) the
subspace of H(M, g) of functions without critical points and by CE the space of all non-vanishing
1-forms on M which coincide with dg near LM. The natural inclusion EPCE is denoted by d.
Let us recall that a pseudoisotopy of N is a di!eomorphism MPM which is the identity on
N]0XLN]I. As was observed by J. Cerf the space P(N) of pseudoisotopies of N is homotopy
equivalent to the space E.
Theorem 2.13. The inclusion d:EPH induces the trivial homomorphism on all homotopy groups.
Remark. (1) K. Igusa gave in [7] a simple argument which shows that the space E is contractible in
CH. Therefore, Theorem 2.13 is a corollary of Theorem 2.12. Alternatively, we will see that
Theorem 2.13 is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.5.
(2) For the particular case of this application the combination of Igusa’s and Vassiliev’s theorems
is also su$cient for proving Theorem 2.13.
Proof of Theorem 2.13. Given a spheroid representing n
k~1
(E) we will view it, as above, as a "bered
map G :Sk~1]MPSk~1]R. Let us extend G to Dk]MPDk]R still denoted by G. Our goal is
to C0-approximate G by a "bered map f:Sk~1]MPSk~1]R with moderate singularities which
coincides with G near L="Sk~1]MXDk]LM. But the existence of such f is just asserted by
Theorem 2.5. Notice that Remark 2.6 gives a slightly stronger version of Theorem 2.13. h
As was observed by Igusa [7] the existence of the isomorphism dH:nk(H)Pnk(CH) easily implies
the splitting n
k
(H,E)+n
k
(H)=n
k~1
(E) in the same range of dimensions and, therefore, he proved
the latter isomorphism for k)dimM. Now his observation together with Theorem 2.12 gives:
Theorem 2.14. For all k*1 we have
n
k
(H,E)Kn
k
(H)=n
k~1
(E).
In our paper [5] we suggested an alternative approach for studying the pseudoisotopy spaces.
Let us denote by Ew the space of wrinkled functions MPR (see [5], Section 1.3) which coincide
with g near LM. This space can be interpreted as follows. Let f be a function fromH. An embedded
arc cLM is called admissible if its ends p
0
and p
1
are Morse critical points of f such that the indices
of p
0
and p
1
di!er by 1, and if the restriction f DcCMp0,p1N has no critical points. A set of disjoint
admissible arcs C"Mc
1
,2,cNN is called complete if all Morse critical points of f are among the ends
of arcs from C. Then the space Ew can be viewed as the space of pairs ( f,C) where f3H and C is
a complete set of arcs admissible for f.
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The additional structure C allows us, in particular, to regularize canonically the di!erential df
and thus to obtain a map Rd :EwPCE. As it is shown in [5] (see Theorem 1.2 there), this map is
a homotopy equivalence.
We suggested in [5] that instead of using Cerf}Igusa scheme, i.e studying the inclusion E6H
and then applying the homotopy equivalence d :HPCH, it is more convenient to consider the
inclusion E6Ew and then use the homotopy equivalence Rd :EwPCE. Thus we have an exact
sequence
2 i
HP n
k‘1
(CE) j
HP n
k‘1
(Ew,E) /P n
k
(E) i
HP n
k
(CE) j
HP 2 . (*)
The proof of the next Proposition 2.15 we learned from Igusa [8]. This argument goes back to
Laudenbach and Douady (see [9]), and was independently used in Igusa’s thesis.
Proposition 2.15 (Douady-Laudenbach, Igusa). The map d:EPCE is contractible.
Proposition 2.15 implies that the exact sequence (*) splits and thus for all k*0 there is an
isomorphism
n
k‘1
(Ew,E)Kn
k‘1
(CE)=nk(E),
which reduces the homotopical study of E to the study of the relative homotopy type of the pair
(Ew,E). See [5] for the further discussion of this approach.
Proof of Proposition 2.15. Let us "x a Riemannian metric on N and endow M"N]R with the
product-metric. The space CE can be identi"ed with the space of non-vanishing tangent vector
"elds on M which coincides with the vertical unit vector "eld L/Lt outside of N][0,1] and near the
boundary LN]R. The map d can be viewed as the inclusion E6CE of the subspace of gradient
vector "eld. For our purposes we can furthermore assume that all vector "elds are normalized to
have length 1. Let us "x an e’0, such that 2e is smaller than the injectivity radius of N. If N has
a non-empty boundary we add to N a collar ; of width 2e and extend all the vector "elds to
MK "(NX;)]R as equal to L/Lt on;]R. For each point x3N we denote by B
x
and by BI
x
balls in
NX; of radius e and 2e, respectively, centered at the point x. Set G
x
"B
x
]R, GI
x
"BI
x
]R. For
each point z"(x, t)3M we identify, via the exponential map, the cylinder GI
x
with the correspond-
ing cylinder in the tangent space „
z
(M).
Let us denote by vu :MPM,u3R, the #ow generated by the vector "eld v. Set vu(x, t)"
(v6 u(x, t), qu(x, t)). For any gradient vector "eld v3E its #ow is di!eomorphic to the #ow of the vertical
vector "eld L/Lt. Let us denote by „(z, v) the time needed for the trajectory of v through a point
z"(x, t), t)1 to reach the level N]1, i.e. vT(z, v)3N]1. Set „(v)"max
z|NC*0,1+
„(z, v). We also set
w
u
(x, t)" vu(x, t)!(x, t)
DDvu(x, t)!(x, t)DD,
(x, t)3M, u’0, provided that vu(x,t)3GI
x
.
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Let us de"ne now a family of vector "elds v
u
, u3[0,„(v)], as follows:
v
u
(x,t)"G
v(x,t) if t"0,
w
u
(x,t) if t’0 and vu(x,t)3G
x
,
A2!
DDv6
u
(x, t)DD
e Bwu(x,t)#A
DDv6
u
(x, t)DDD
e
!1B
L
Lt
if vu(x, t)3GI
x
CG
x
,
L
Lt
if vu(x, t)NGI
x
.
Notice that for all u*0 the vector "eld v
u
is continuous, nowhere vanishes, and for u*„(v) and all
(x, t)3M, as well as for all u*0 and (x, t)3(LM]R)X(M](RC(0,1))), the vectors
v
u
(x, t)"(v6
u
(x, t),q
u
(x, t)) and L/Lt are not orthogonal. Let us modify the family v
u
to have v
u
"L/Lt
for these values of (x, t) and u. Namely, we "rst de"ne
v8
u
(x, t)"G
v
u
(x, t) if t’0,
(1#t)v
u
(x, t)!t L
Lt
if t3[!1,0],
L
Lt
if t)!1.
Next, we modify v8
u
further and set
v88
u
"G
v8
u
if u)„(v),
(1!u#„(v))v8
u
#(u!„(v)) L
Lt
if „(v) u)„(v)#1,
L
Lt
if u’„(v)#1.
The vector "eld v88
u
is also continuous and nowhere vanishes for all u*0. The normalized "eld,
still denoted by v88
u
, equals to L/Lt near LN]R and away from N](!1,1).
Finally, de"ne the homothety cj : RPR, j3(0,1], by the formula cj(t)"1#j(t!1), t3R, and
then de"ne the required contraction c
s
:EPCE, s3[!1,1], as follows:
c
s
(v)(x, t)"G
v(x, c
(1~s)@2
(t)) if s3[!1,0],
v88
s(T(v)‘1)
(x, c
1@2
(t)) if s3[0,1].
It is straightforward to check that c
u
(v)3CE for all u*0 and v3E, c~1 coincides with the
inclusion d :EPCE, while c1 is the constant map to the point L/Lt3CE. h
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